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The Gears of Higher Unemployment are in Motion 

So far, the unemployment rate has moved up 50 basis points (bps) from April’s 3.4% cyclical low, which historically 

is a fatal threshold preceding recession. Critics of this well-known technical indicator suggest this may not be valid 

today because folks are largely coming off the sidelines into a state of ‘unemployment.’ There have been 441k of 

these flows since April. Compare this to the more noteworthy case of job cuts where there have been only 134k net 

cuts over the same period. In other words, unemployment is rising because people are increasingly failing to 

find jobs when entering the labor market. Yet, this distinction is just as telling on the health of the labor 

market as the more odious case of outright job cuts, in our view. Why? Labor demand slows first, then it is 

cut. Most of the available data (openings, payrolls, labor force flows, continuing claims, et al.) suggest the US labor 

market is still in the first part of this sequence (slowing demand), but maybe not for long.  

Recessionary headwinds are mounting, and this is likely to usher in job cuts (the second part of the sequence). One 

of our preferred momentum-based indicators illustrating this is the unemployment rate less its 24-month moving 

average, which is charted below. When the former exceeds the latter — denoted by readings above zero — the 

economy has historically entered recession (albeit with two brief, false positives in 1963 and 1967). This indicator’s 

present reading of +20 bps suggests recession is on the horizon.  
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